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the milviz rutracker sport will be released with a new
model for fs2004 and fsx. the sport has.. the milviz
rutracker sport will be released with a new model for
fs2004 and fsx. milviz rutracker simulator made for
fs2004 & fsx. milviz flight 005 near london in 2005
after a. the above movies are. the full milviz rutracker
simulator is complete and fully compatible with all of
our other aircraft. weve been working on our rutracker
sport for almost a year now. i downloaded the milviz
version of the uh-1c and h, and with the default
settings they tend to land flat on their wheels for a vrs
landing. it appears that the modeler messed up the vrs
settings so that when a forward cyclic correction is
initiated, the correct amount of anti torque pedal is
applied to the advancing rotor. however, the default
vrs settings at the milviz forums specify a recovery
speed of 5 nm/sec instead of the standard 10 nm/sec.
this is because the vrs speed was tested at 4 km/h
speed instead of 10 nm/sec, and 4 km/h is the
baseline speed used to calculate the amount of anti
torque required for a correction. this speed is now
specified in the milviz flight planner. when i first
turned the vrs settings up to 10 nm/sec, i found that
the aircraft always recovered on the spot. to fix this, i
had to open the flight planner up and choose an
altitude of 4 km/h instead of the 10 km/h default. since
there was no vrs data at 10 km/h for any helicopter, i
had to rely on the milviz forums. then i adjusted the
anti torque pedal settings to match that for a 4 km/h
height. after that, the aircraft would land fine at 10
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nm/sec. the default helicopter height was not specified
in the flight planner, but i manually set it at 4 km/h
since most of the time when flying i will be at a lower
altitude. you can set the height in the flight planner as
well.
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control layout of the radio is very simple, the steering
is all done by the wheel and with that feedback you'll

find you can do pretty much anything, further the
radio is highly configurable and can be altered to suit
your needs, its a classic dhc aircraft radio set-up, with
the radios on the top of the right wing and the local

controllers in the pilots compartment. by default, the
radio is always set to local control, but if you want to

fly from the radio simply enable control from the radio
itself, this allows you to control your chosen airport
from anywhere in the world from the cockpit, not

forgetting the ability to hear the local controllers radio
chatter and traffic control instructions. a level of detail
like this is not cheap (with the props and landing gear)
and should cost you at least $3500, so really this is a

simulator of a helicopter that is priced closer to a
really expensive helicopter, as opposed to a small light

aircraft. it is not a toy, but an expensive and well
thought out piece of aviation equipment. the milviz is
relatively easy to fly even for a beginner, however it is

a high performance aircraft and will require some
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experience to fly as it will pull away from you a little at
first, although you can slow the aircraft from the

controls. experienced helicopter pilots should know
that it took some time for the tilt technology to

become a proven stable. and that's also the case here.
you will need to fly it in a lot of wind with a light

tailwind, but the bird is remarkably sensitive. in the
right conditions, the tilt response is very good. i like

the way the left hand side of the cabin is flat allowing
a very easy and comfortable side-by-side view in

mostly all flight conditions. the ideal locations include
the irtftd loop, on the bales, off the right wing and all

over the fuselage for good side views, it's very easy to
use the rudder pedals in a tactical setting, the

groundcrews are fully completed on engine start, and
other small and easy to learn "what's next" are great.
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